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Tag League The 2018 World Tag League was the 9th annual tournament produced by the World Tag
League Organizing Committee. It was hosted by the Japanese professional wrestling promotion No Limits.

The first round of matches took place on January 3. The finals took place on February 23 at the same
venue. Background The first tournament in the World Tag League series took place in 2014 and saw the
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Japanese trio of Masato Tanaka, Toru Yano, and Togi Makabe defeat the European trio of Magnus, Dave
Taylor, and Mikey Whiplash in the final. Participating countries Bracket First round Quarterfinals

Semifinals Final References External links Official No Limits website World Tag League at
ProWrestling.ne.jp Category:World Tag League Category:2018 in professional wrestlingClick to share on

Reddit (Opens in new window) Click to share on Twitter (Opens in new window) Click to share on
Facebook (Opens in new window) Liam Hemsworth is a little ticked off about a few things. The actor and
his rumored girlfriend, Bella Hadid, have been locked in a Twitter war over the past few days. Hemsworth
seemed to start it all, and he might be in the right. In response to Hadid’s curt reply, the “2 Guns” star had

the following to say: His timeline, without comment, was this: Not, it seems, a very 82138339de
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